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Here at the Board of Public Utilities, Jamestown, New York, we are a city owned utility. At all our 

substations we use the Ulrich Cadfile as our blueprint cabinet. 

 

OUR OLD SYSTEM DIDN’T WORK 

Our previous blueprint storage system had many problems. We hung our blueprints with clamps on an 

open rack system which leaves the prints exposed to the environment. Consequently this exposure 

makes the prints dirty, wavy, damaged and brittle. In addition, we set prints on tables when referencing 

them. And these prints would get coffee stains and spills. In short, we needed a better system. 

We learned about these Ulrich Cadfiles. And we feel they are among the best products in our substations. 

 

CAPACITY AND ORGANIZATION! 

The Cadfile works well. First, we use D sized, 24″ x 36″, prints at the substation. And the Ulrich Cadfile 

stores D sized prints perfectly. In addition these cabinets hold a lot of folders, and these folders provide 

great organization. First, we organize prints for each piece of equipment in a unique folder. Then we 

attach a large label to each folder. As a result, our prints are always easy to find. 

Even if we don’t fill the cabinet all of the way, there are little “tabs” that hold the blueprints straight up and 

down, and nice and flat. 
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IT’S A ROLLING SHELF 

In addition this blueprint cabinet moves so easily we call it our “rolling shelf”. First we roll the cabinet to 

the equipment needing repair. Then we can lay the print safely on the cabinet while completing our work. 

The cabinet makes a great reference table. 

  

DOCUMENT PROTECTION 

Another key point, the Cadfile provides protection from moisture, spills or leaking water. To be sure, no 

more wavy prints. 

 

 
 

 

WOULD WE USE THEM AGAIN? 

Would we use them again? To explain, we use the Cadfile blueprint cabinets in nine different substations. 

And our offices file blueprints in the larger capacity Planfile cabinet. So, we use these blueprint cabinets a 

lot. For all these reasons above we will buy a new Ulrich blueprint cabinet any time we build a new 

substation. 

 
Video of the staff of the Board of Public Utilites can be found on Ulrich website.  
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